SHAPING
SUCCESS

SIPA know-how at your service

F e e l f r e e t o i m a g i n e . We make it happen.

FOLLOW THE LEADERS
What makes SIPA a world leader in mold-making and
PET packaging?
With over 25 years of technical expertise in molds and machinery, we offer you a wealth of PET design, engineering
and production knowledge all in one place. SIPA takes a truly holistic packaging development approach based on
experience with the entire supply chain.
Plus, SIPA is the only company offering innovation and engineering capabilities in both injection and blowing
processes. You can consult SIPA experts for advice and solutions at any stage of the PET production process to keep
costs down and productivity high.

Ask us anything about:
Prototyping
• Structural calculations and simulations
• Packaging development activity leading to bottle sampling
• Lab testing facilities for container prototyping,
performance assessment and qualification
Injection
• Preform design: injection molds for preforms
• Lightweighting (base, body and neck)
• Preform FAST prototyping
Blowing
• Bottle design: attractive shapes, new marketing concepts
• Blow molds for bottles
• Packaging engineering to achieve the best performance
• Lightweighting studies
Manufacturing
• Injection and blow-mold engineering
• In-house mold manufacturing
• How downstream equipment may affect your
newpackaging solutions

NEVER FAR AWAY
No matter where you operate, SIPA is there for you.
SIPA offers capillary set-up and commissioning for installation of SIPA and competing machine molds. Our field
engineers will be right by your side to provide complete process solutions for SIPA and non-SIPA machines.
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“Good design is partially creativity
and innovation, but primarily
knowledge and awareness.”
Chuck Green, designer, ideabook.com

CREATING A BETTER BOTTLE
WILL THEY BUY IT?

From potential to production

The packaging a consumer sees on the shelf (or
screen) greatly influences their purchase decisions.
Ideally, a bottle design marries perfect function with
seamless brand expression. To reach that ideal, final
containers and preforms must complement each other
perfectly. That’s where our molding expertise comes
in. Our technical, creative and marketing professionals
collaborate with you on all kinds of packaging
projects, including:

Our Packaging Development professionals assist you
in all the stages of your project. We start with market
analysis to understand:

•
•
•
•
•

New designs
New formats
Lightweighting
Energy savings
Special and niche application packages

SIPA’s “better bottle” development ensures you
can achieve your goals for market appeal and
functionality while reducing risks and costs.

• The competitive landscape the packaging will
enter
• The production environment
• The lifecycle of the packaging
• The objectives for the packaging and product
Design ideas undergo rigorous testing and
development via process engineering and our uniquely
advanced prototyping before molds are manufactured
to produce the final container.

“Better bottle” design
SIPA designers balance creative inspiration with
technical, safety, and cost considerations. They know
exactly what properties PET containers must have to
succeed in production and how to stretch the limits.
• Compliance with the dimensional and/or
aesthetic specifications
• Good blowability
• Top performance at top load
• Minimum deformation under pressure
• Maximum stability (especially for carbonated
and hot fill applications)

Our engineered design
approach

Lightweighting opportunities,
top to bottom

Before producing a prototype from our designs, we do
a deep technical assessment of the existing production
environment and simulate preform and bottle
performance.
SIPA R&D department is able to quickly conduct
advanced performance simulations to optimize your
packaging. Using Finite Elements Analysis, we’re able
to check package technical feasibility and identify
potential improvements for cost-effectiveness at the
prototype stage.
This approach allows you to launch a new package
shape or cut raw material and operating costs (total
cost of ownership) without taking useless risks.

Imagine weight reductions without the usual effects
on bottle quality. Imagine expanded possibilities for
design, flexibility, speed, and efficiency. Imagine less
raw material, less waste, reduced transportation cost,
and a reduced carbon footprint.

Superior prototyping
Next: production of preform and bottle prototypes. Our
16 prototype platforms enable SIPA to rapidly produce
samples to be quality checked at our Certification
Laboratory. We don’t just send you samples; our
unusually rigourous process gives you confidence in
the final result.

“Our prototyping centers produce
new preforms and containers,
optimize existing preforms and containers
(i.e. lightweighting), and develop and test
containers using different
resins and materials.“

Our solutions make it happen.
We have engineered special neck lightweighting
programs and innovative technologies that make the
injection of thin wall preforms possible. Our XMOULD
solution requires only new injection stack components
and minimal changes on legacy tooling.
Where we lead, others follow.
Thanks to our breakthrough XTREME system, we’ve
also totally redefined the boundaries of PET packaging
manufacturing. Bottles will never be the same!

Blowing molds:
where preforms become containers
SIPA Molds supplies blow molds for the beverage, food, and consumer goods industry to fit most of the major
brands of re-heat stretch blow molder machines. Our blowing specialists can advise you on how to achieve the best
possible bottle quality even before the start of the production. In our laboratories, extensive tests and inspections are
performed on both molds and sample bottles through high-quality measuring and testing equipment.
SIPA Molds produces aluminum and stainless steel molds for any application and any shape of container (round, oval,
square, complex-shaped) with a wide variety of engravings and decorations.

Our portfolio includes
•
•
•
•
•

Molds for linear blow molders
Mono-block molds for rotary blow molders
Quick-change molds (shell molds) for rotary blow molders
Quick-change conversion system with mother mold and quick-change shell molds
Interchangeability kits to make quick-change molds compatible with different types of blow molders

PREFORM MOLD QUANTITY + QUALITY
Solutions for life
As the world’s second-largest mold maker, SIPA is able to deliver global tooling programs for new molds or mold
conversions from single to 144 cavities. To ensure top quality, every SIPA mold is tested before shipping on dedicated
XFORM machines. Over the years we have developed extensive knowledge of many different applications, even the
most specialised ones, from narrow necks to wide mouths and thick walls.

You can expect unprecedented flexibility from SIPA!
We design preform molds that have the:
• Lowest weight
• Fastest cycle time
• Largest operating window
• Easiest filling ability
• Wear-resistant coating to grant a longer mold life
• Optimized cooling layout to support fast cycle
times and save energy costs
• Patented hot runner technology to minimize hot
runner downtime

Our ever-expanding portfolio includes:
• Complete molds (cold half + hot half) up
to 144 cavities
• Conversions of existing molds (full or partial
changeover)
• Mold spare parts and components
• Hot half spare parts and components
• Refurbishment options
• Electronic temperature controllers

We also continue to invest in state-of-the-art facilities and initiatives such as our Life solutions, which increase
capacity, reduce maintenance and maximize part quality.

Speed Life Solutions
• Increase machinery performance
• Optimize cost/output ratio
• Result in better preform quality
Long Life Solutions
• Extend component life for preform mold cold halves
• Guarantee 8 million maintenance-free life cycles for components*
• Significantly reduce refurbishment costs
*Following lifetime conditions

WE’VE GONE BEYOND 50
When it comes to stretch ratio limits, 50 has been the magic number for more than 20 years, so taking the stretch
ratio close to 60 in one step is a major achievement. XMOULD is making new preform design opportunities available
so you can lightweight your preforms even more and/or further improve the bottle performance.
Our innovative preform mould technology gives designers the power to create lightweighted preforms that are longer
or wider, and which don’t compromise performance, strength or appearance of the final container.
Our specialists will be pleased to explain you how you can significantly improve the quality of your packaging and
gain considerable economical benefits.

RUN FREE
5 million hot runner cycles maintenance-free
SIPA developed its first valve-gated PET hot runner over 20 years ago, and never stopped improving them. Our
current heating technology is custom-built to our specifications by our sister company IRCA, and titanium spacers
isolate the hot part from the cooled plates to minimize energy consumption.
SIPA Molds hot runner systems deliver:
• 5 million cycles without maintenance
• Dual-piece melt bushing technology to minimize AA and IV drop
• Special surface treatment of melt channels to reduce melt shear rate
• Perfect thermal insulation of the piston area, drastically improving seal life

MOLD REFURBISHMENT: SAFE HANDS
Extend mold life, applications, and efficiency
Our flexible conversion and refurbishment services help you make the most of your tooling. For example, our LongLife
service extends the life of preform mold cold halves up to 8 million cycles before first maintenance is needed.
We also provide a mold audit service to assess the quality of our customers’ preforms over time and schedule the
needed servicing procedures. SIPA’s audits help you identify efficiency losses along the production line and make the
right improvements to keep performance high and optimize your investment plans.

The cost of “non-quality”
Cost / month

Cost / year

690 Euro

8,200 Euro

0.1 g mold overpacking
(e.g. to compensate poor gate quality)

2,620 Euro

31,500 Euro

0.3 s cycle time increase
(e.g. due to gate quality issues and/or flash issue)

1,900 Euro

23,000 Euro

Loss of 1 cavity due to poor preform quality
(e.g. one cavity being blockes because of high flash)

Assumptions
•
•
•
•
•

96 cavity mold running @ 10s @ original start up @ 95 % efficiency
11.0 g preform produced on the mold
8,000 hours production/year
Added value of 0.003 Euro/preform
Resin cost: 1.2 Euro/Kg

Service benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Longer life cycle
Better preform quality
Productivity increase
Lightweighting opportunities
Raw materials saving
Compatibility with both new and legacy tooling
Flexible range of treatments and costs

We refurbish cold halves, hot runners, and postmold cooling OF:
• All SIPA molds
• Husky molds (all generations)
• Otto Hofstetter, MHT and Kata molds
When refurbishing molds, SIPA can provide:
• Improved cooling for neck rings
• Improved cooling for cavities
• Two-piece cavities
• Extra-resistant materials

Refurbishing programs for
cold halves
Short term flash reduction re-work (metallizing) of
neck rings only
Preload recovery rework of neck rings, lock rings,
and cavities
Like-new mold quality recovery provides a new
mold warranty, replaces the neck rings with new
ones, cleans and polishes molding surfaces, and
refurbishes the mold shoe, including new wear
plates and gibs on the stripper plate
Completed on site to reduce downtime and shipping
expenses, or in one of SIPA’s dedicated service centers
for more comprehensive service, our programs aim to
restore mold performance and part quality without
changing the preform shape.

We never let you down
SIPA has the know-how and capability to refurbish hot
runners of any generation, whether they use the Solid
Skirt design or the so-called Ultra design. We also offer
three flexible programs for hot runners:
• Basic, which assures preventive maintenance
• Intermediate for a mid-line restoration
• Complete, to fully restore hot runners to like-new
condition

SHAPING SUCCESS
SIPA know-how at your service

SIPA Filling & Packaging Division
Via Provinciale, 36
43038 Sala Baganza (PR) - ITALY
Tel: +39 0521 548111
Fax: +39 0521 548112
E-mail: sipa@zoppas.com
Website: www.sipa.it
SIPA NORTH AMERICA
4341 International Parkway
Suite 110
Atlanta, Georgia 30354 - U.S.A.
Tel: +1 404 3493966
Fax: +1 404 3493858
E-mail: sales.northamerica@zoppas.com
SIPAMERICAN INDUSTRIES
Circuito Mexico 120
Parque Industrial Tres Naciones
San Luis Potosi S.L.P. CP 78395 - MEXICO
Tel: +52 444 8047400
Fax: +52 444 8047499
E-mail: sipamerican.industries@zoppas.com
SIPA COLOMBIA
Avenida El Dorado 68 C 61
Oficina 628, Piso 6
Bogota - COLOMBIA
Tel: +571 479 5252
Fax: +571 476 3444
E-mail: sipa.andina@zoppas.com

SIPA SUL AMERICA Ltda
Wt Empresarial Parque
Av. Gupê, 10.767 - Galpão 08 Bloco II
Jardim Belval
06422-120 Barueri - SP - BRAZIL
Tel: +55 11 47728300
Fax: +55 11 47728301
E-mail: sipa.sulamerica@zoppas.com
SC SIPA ENGINEERING ROMANIA S.r.l.
Str. Mangalia, 61
300186 Timisoara - ROMANIA
Tel: +40 356 434200
Fax: +40 356 434280
E-mail: sipa.romania@zoppas.com
SIPA TURKEY
SIPET
Kisikli Caddesi No: 2 A Blok Kat: 3
34662 Altunizade - Uskudar - Istanbul
TURKEY
Tel: +90 216 4749780
Fax: +90 216 4749779
E-mail: SipaSalesTr@zoppas.com
SIPA UKRAINE
Office 37, 9 Turovs’ka St., Kyiv
04080 Kiev - UKRAINE
Tel: +380 (44) 4636645
Fax: +380 (44) 4257275
E-mail: office@sipa.kiev.ua
SIPA RUSSIA
Ul. Ordzhonikidze, 11 Str. 1/2
115419 Moscow - RUSSIA
Tel: +7 495 232 4191
Fax: +7 495 232 4190
E-mail: siparussia.office@zoppas.com
SIPA Luxembourg S.A.
2°, rue du Commerce - Ecostart 2
Centre d’Entreprise et d’Innovation
L-3895 Foetz - LUXEMBOURG
Tel: +352 26 55 16 89
Fax: +352 26 55 09 60
E-mail: sipa@zoppas.com
SIPA South Africa
12th Floor, Metropolitan Building
7, Walter Sisulu Avenue
Cape Town 8001 - SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 (21) 418 2750
E-mail: sipa.southafrica@zoppas.com

SIPA MIDDLE EAST LLC
Office n. 807 - Arenco Tower
P.O. Box 214525, Dubai Media City
Dubai U.A.E.
Tel: +971 4 3754607
Fax: +971 4 4230636
E-mail: SipaME@zoppas.com
SIPA INDIA
B 101, Mangalya
Off Marol Maroshi Road
Marol, Andheri (East)
Mumbai - INDIA 400 059
Tel: +91 22 29201785
Fax: +91 22 29201795
E-mail: sipa.india@zoppas.com
SIPA THAILAND
3rd Floor, MSC Building, 571, Sukhumvit 71 Rd.,
Klongton - Nua, Vadhana
Bangkok 10110 - THAILAND
Tel: +662 713 0973-5
Fax: +662 713 0976
E-mail: sipa.fareast@zoppas.com
SIPA CHINA
19/F, unit 1905, Zhong Yu Plaza,
No. jia-6 Gongtibei Road, Chaoyang District
100027 Beijing - CHINA
Tel: +86 10 65120447-48
Fax: +86 10 65120449
E-mail: sales.china@zoppas.com
SIPA MACHINERY HANGZHOU
# 3 Road 14, Economic & Technology Development Zone
310018 Hang Zhou, Zhejiang province - CHINA
Tel: +86 571 86913106
Fax: +86 571 86913548
E-mail: sales.china@zoppas.com
SIPA Japan Ltd.
Cent-Urban Bldg. 604, 3-23-15, Nishinakajima,
Yodogawa-ku, Osaka 532-0011 - Japan
Tel: +81 6 4862 4801
Fax: +81 6 4862 4803
E-mail: tanigaki@sipajapan.com

Pictures and tecnical data are correct as time of publication, however may be subject to change without advise.

SIPA S.p.A.
Via Caduti del Lavoro, 3
31029 Vittorio Veneto (TV) - ITALY
Tel: +39 0438 911511
Fax: +39 0438 912273
E-mail: sipa@zoppas.com
Website: www.sipa.it

